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Welcome to the Entrepreneurs’ 

Organization (EO), the world’s 

only peer-to-peer community of 

entrepreneurs! We are the catalyst 

that enables entrepreneurs to learn 

and grow from each other, leading 

to greater business success and an 

enriched personal life.



“I love EO! Not only am I 

surrounded by entrepreneurs 

with plenty of experiences 

to share, but the global 

networking opportunities 

and exposure for my 

business are priceless!”

REGHARD GOUSSARD,  

EO CAPE TOWN



Global Events

Extraordinary experiences,  

learning and networking

eonetwork.org

Gateway to a global community  

of leading entrepreneurs

EO PressPass

Exposure for your business

Who We Are 

An organizational snapshot, our staff and 

chapter locations, and core values
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MAKE CONNECTIONS
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Since 1987, EO has been transforming the lives 

of the entrepreneurs who transform the world. As the global 

thought leader on entrepreneurship, EO plays an integral role 

in businesses, industries and the lives of leading entrepreneurs 

everywhere. Get ready to discover the value of EO!
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A member-led, confidential,  

peer-sharing program
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Learning on another level
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MyEO 

A platform for  

members to personalize  

their EO journey

EO Mentorship 

Learn and grow  

through transformative 

relationships

Executive Education

Learning from the  

world’s experts

Healthnetwork 

Foundation

Your direct connection to 

leading medical centers

EO Partners

Boost your bottom lines

EO Global Student 

Entrepreneur Awards

Rewarding entrepreneurial 
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in your leadership 
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Who We Are
The Entrepreneurs’ Organization (EO) was founded more than 

28 years ago to help leading business owners on their path to 

greater business success and personal fulfillment. EO is a global 

community that enriches members’ lives through dynamic peer-to-

peer learning, once-in-a-lifetime experiences and connections 

to experts.
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*as of July 2015

EO is a global thought leader on entrepreneurship, supporting today’s 

entrepreneurs in business and beyond. 

Our Mission

To engage leading entrepreneurs to learn and grow.

Our Impact*

• Worldwide membership: 11,000+

• Countries represented: 48

• Chapters worldwide: 150

• Total sales of all members worldwide: US$536 billion

• Average member sales: US$52.3 million per year

• Number of workers that members employ worldwide: 2.4 million

• Average member employees: 240

• Average member age: 43

How Membership Works

Membership in EO delivers value through events, growth 

opportunities and shared experiences. Potential candidates for 

membership must be approved by the local chapter board. All 

applicants must show that they meet the following criteria:

• Be the founder, co-founder, owner or controlling shareholder 

of a business

• Your business must gross a minimum of US$1 million annually
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Australia 

Belgium 

Brazil 

Canada 

China

Germany 

Greece

India

Ireland

Japan 

Jordan

Kenya

Malaysia

Mexico

Panama

Philippines 

Singapore

South Africa

Spain

Taiwan

United Arab Emirates

USA

Asia Pacific 

EO Auckland

EO Australia – Victoria 

EO Beijing

EO Brisbane

EO China East

EO China South

EO Dalian

EO Hong Kong

EO Indonesia

EO Korea

EO Malaysia 

EO New Zealand

EO Osaka

EO Perth

EO Philippines

EO Shanghai  

EO Singapore

EO South Australia   

EO Sydney  

EO Taipei  

EO Thailand

EO Tohoku

EO Tokyo

EO Wellington

Canada 

EO Atlantic Canada 

EO Calgary 

EO Edmonton 

EO Montreal 

EO Ottawa  

EO Quebec 

EO Saskatoon 

EO Southwest Ontario

EO Toronto 

EO Vancouver  

EO Victoria  

EO Winnipeg

Our Chapter Locations

Our Staff Locations
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Europe/Middle 
East/Africa

EO Abuja

EO Bahrain

EO Cape Town

EO East Africa

EO East Africa  
 – Dar es Salaam

EO Germany 
 – Berlin

EO Germany 
 – Hamburg

EO Germany 
 – Munich

EO Germany 
 – West

EO Greece

EO Ireland

EO Israel

EO Johannesburg

EO Karachi

EO Kuwait

EO Lagos

EO Lahore

EO Netherlands

EO Oman

EO Qatar

EO Russia

EO Saudi Arabia 
 – Jeddah

EO Saudi Arabia 
 – Riyadh

EO Spain 
 – Barcelona

EO Spain 
 – Madrid

EO Switzerland 
 – Geneva  

EO Switzerland 
 – Zürich  

EO Turkey

EO U.A.E.

EO UK – London

Latin America/ 
Caribbean

EO Argentina

EO Colombia

EO Costa Rica      

EO Dominican 
      Republic

EO Ecuador

EO El Salvador

EO Guadalajara

EO Guatemala

EO Mexico City

EO Monterrey

EO Nicaragua 

EO Panama  

EO Querétaro

EO Rio de Janeiro

EO São Paulo

South Asia 

EO Bangalore

EO Chennai

EO Coimbatore

EO Gujarat

EO Hyderabad

EO Indore

EO Jaipur

EO Jordan

EO Kolkata

EO Mumbai

EO Nepal

EO New Delhi  

EO Pune
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“Being an EO member means 

participating beyond your local city— 

there’s a wide network of entrepreneurs 

around the world ready to meet you! For 

me, the global scope of EO is one of the 

major benefits of membership, and I take 

advantage of that every time I travel.”

SRI BHARATAM, EO EAST AFRICA
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EO Punjab

EO Raipur 

EO Uttar Pradesh

United States 
 – East 

EO Albany

EO Atlanta

EO Baltimore

EO Birmingham

EO Boston

EO Brooklyn

EO Charlotte

EO Connecticut

EO DC

EO East Tennessee

EO Nashville

EO New Jersey

EO New York

EO Philadelphia

EO Raleigh Durham

EO South Florida

EO Southeast 
      Virginia

EO Tampa Bay

EO Western 
      New York

United States 
 – Central 

EO Austin

EO Bryan/College  
 Station

EO Chicago

EO Cincinnati

EO Cleveland

EO Columbus

EO Dallas

EO Detroit

EO Fort Worth

EO Houston

EO Iowa

EO Kansas City

EO Louisiana

EO Minnesota

EO Nebraska

EO Oklahoma

EO Pittsburgh  

EO San Antonio  

EO St. Louis 

EO The Woodlands 

United States 
 – West 

EO Arizona

EO Colorado

EO Hawaii

EO Idaho

EO Las Vegas

EO Los Angeles

EO Orange County

EO Portland

EO Reno Tahoe

EO Sacramento

EO San Diego

EO San Francisco

EO Seattle  

EO Silicon Valley  

EO Utah  

To learn more about our chapters, visit www.eonetwork.org. 99
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 Trust and Respect
In business, as in life, integrity is 

everything. Within our organization, 

integrity goes deeper than just 

the game rules— it is our code of 

conduct. Confidence, respect and 

inclusiveness are imperatives.  

Non-judgment and non-solicitation 

are non-negotiable.

Our Core Values
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 Thirst for Learning
Our most valuable asset is wisdom 

gained through our appetite for 

knowledge and the transformational 

experiences that we share with our 

peers. A thirst for learning leads to 

an open mind, and an open mind 

leads to greater opportunity.
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Boldly Go!
This is what we’ve done all of our 

lives. It’s what allows us to grow and 

take risks. It inspires us to never give 

up, celebrating failures as well as 

successes. It’s an innate instinct  

born out of courage, creativity and 

eternal optimism.
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 Make a Mark
We are not afraid to challenge 

convention. We are in control of our 

own destiny, and with that comes a 

great responsibility. To build value. 

To make a difference. To leave a 

legacy. We are willing to put in the 

effort to transform any experience 

into a positive one for all.
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 Cool
Cool defines our approach, our  

attitude and our experiences. As we 

carve our own path, we are reinventing 

the experience of what it means to be 

an entrepreneur. We are vibrant and 

progressive. We commit to forward 

thinking. We commit to innovation.  

We commit to cool.
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“EO has provided me with 

a great, trusted circle of 

friends. I have been in a 

Forum for 13 years, with 

primarily the same 10 

guys. I attribute so much 

of Spanx’s success to the 

advice I’ve received from 

these brilliant business 

owners in the trusted, 

confidential EO format.” 

SARA BLAKELY, 

EO ATLANTA
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 Forum
A MEMBER-LED, CONFIDENTIAL, 
PEER-SHARING PROGRAM

What would you give for the ability to tap into a group of 8-10 fellow 

business owners who can offer you direction based on their life 

experiences? Forum can offer you just that! Monthly Forum meetings allow 

learning and growth through peer-to-peer sharing of members’ most 

intimate personal and business experiences. Forum engages its members 

in EO’s core values, resulting in high-quality, life-long relationships built on 

trust and respect for EO peers in one’s local chapter and around the globe. 

Moderator-trained EO members guide the Forum meetings, 

emphasizing confidentiality, personal reasoning and lessons learned. 

Members don’t give advice; they speak from prior experience, letting 

you draw your own conclusions on how to best proceed. Upon 

joining EO, your chapter’s Forum Chair will work to place you into 

a Forum and will ensure you are among the right number and mix 

of business owners to avoid sharing the room with competitors. 

» Questions? Contact forum@eonetwork.org
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“The monthly learning events 

have been both entertaining 

and educational on an array of 

fronts. I have gained new insight 

into what I am doing right now 

and how I can improve the way 

my business grapples with some 

of the day-to-day challenges 

that any growing business 

encounters.” 

STEVE SAVAD, EO NEW YORK
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 Chapter Events
LOCAL INSIGHTS AND CONNECTIONS

As an EO member, you’re not only a part of the global organization— 

you’re a part of a thriving chapter! As a member of this local community of 

entrepreneurs, you get to participate in regular chapter learning and social 

events, all of which help you grow as a business, family and community 

leader. What’s more, the peer interaction and educational opportunities 

at these events will help you become a well-rounded entrepreneur by 

expanding your network and improving your business knowledge.

» Questions? Contact learning@eonetwork.org
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 Multi-Chapter and 
Regional Events
LEARNING ON ANOTHER LEVEL

As an EO member, you have access to multi-chapter and regional 

events, which offer innovative opportunities for personal and professional 

development, including networking with local peers, accessing renowned 

speakers and experiencing memorable off-site activities. These events 

afford attendees a unique approach to learning beyond their local chapter. 

» Questions? Contact learning@eonetwork.org
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 Global Events
 EXTRAORDINARY EXPERIENCES,     
 LEARNING AND NETWORKING

EO Global events combine provocative learning programs with unique 

resources and memorable social venues. Our biggest events, called 

Universities, bring hundreds of members together for a once-in-a-lifetime 

experience at exciting locations around the world each year. Universities,  

as well as smaller events like our Explorations, enable you to learn  

from business experts, experience other cultures and build relationships  

with members outside of your chapter.

» Questions? Contact events@eonetwork.org
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“ At an EO University, I met remarkable 

people and brought back ideas that I 

implemented in my business. You have 

to experience one to fully understand 

how EO can impact your life, 

personally and professionally.”

STEVE KEARLEY, EO TORONTO
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 eonetwork.org
GATEWAY TO A GLOBAL COMMUNITY 
OF LEADING ENTREPRENEURS

Looking to deepen your entrepreneurial wisdom, forge new connections 

with global peers or learn more about once-in-a-lifetime events? Visit 

eonetwork.org and gain access to educational articles on our blog; read 

in-depth member stories from Octane, our award-winning magazine; and 

take the next step in your entrepreneurial journey by leveraging EO’s global 

network. Exclusive member access includes our online directory, event 

registration, connections to member benefits and much more.

» Questions? Contact tech@eonetwork.org
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 EO PressPass
EXPOSURE FOR YOUR BUSINESS

EO PressPass creates a mutually beneficial relationship. For media, 

EO PressPass helps connect business reporters in need of sources 

with EO’s members. For members, it is an exclusive benefit that gives 

them opportunities for free press. The reporters get the content they 

need, while members benefit by receiving exposure in the world’s 

leading business publications. Members using EO PressPass have 

been featured in The Wall Street Journal, The New York Times, 

Inc. and Entrepreneur magazine, among other media outlets.

» Questions? Contact press@eonetwork.org
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A PLATFORM FOR MEMBERS TO 
PERSONALIZE THEIR EO JOURNEY 

MyEO is an opportunity for members to customize their EO journey 

and maximize the value of their membership. Through this global 

resource, members can create personalized MyEO Forums, start or 

join MyEO Groups, and host or participate in MyEO Events geared 

toward their personal passions, interests and projects. It’s about 

self-selection and unique, peer-to-peer learning experiences, which 

will take your connection with fellow EOers to the next level.

» Questions? Contact MyEO@eonetwork.org
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“The greatest part about my mentoring relationship with 

Mark is that even as we celebrated my getting to the top, 

he looked at me and said, ‘What’s next?’ Mentoring is 

helping me create the future I want.”

KRISTINA MARSHALL, EO DETROIT
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 LEARN AND GROW THROUGH 
TRANSFORMATIVE RELATIONSHIPS

EO Mentorship is about building yourself and others through  

the entrepreneurial journey. Whether you have a thirst for learning 

and seek a mentor to help you boldly go, or you have a 

desire to make a mark and give back to the next generation of 

entrepreneurs, EO Mentorship offers an opportunity for you.

Programs are based locally at the chapter level.

» Questions? Contact mentor@eonetwork.org
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LEARNING FROM THE WORLD’S EXPERTS

EO is proud to offer members the opportunity to learn at a higher, more 

intense level through executive education programming. Our programs 

strive to bring members to new levels of leadership, encouraging growth 

and success in their business, community and family lives. Through a 

variety of partnerships, EO challenges members’ assumptions, tests their 

ways of doing business, and introduces them to new and unexpected 

ways of thinking. Most important, members return to their businesses with 

fresh ideas, new skills, a toolkit of resources and a greater capacity for 

addressing the challenges they and their company will face.

» Questions? Contact learning@eonetwork.org
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“ As someone committed to the 

essential core value, ‘ Thirst for 

Learning,‘ I feel lucky to be a part of 

the Entrepreneurial Masters Program. 

The focus, structure and setting are 

incomparable to anything I have 

ever experienced. The program truly 

helped me evolve to the next level  

of entrepreneurship.” 

GOVINDH JAYARAMAN,  

EO OTTAWA

ENTREPRENEURIAL MASTERS PROGRAM  

CLASS OF 2015

“This is a special atmosphere that 

inspires you to stop and think 

about where you want to grow in a 

personal and professional way; you 

dive much deeper than through any 

other learning process.”

JANE FRASER,

EO COLOMBIA

ENTREPRENEURIAL MASTERS PROGRAM

CLASS OF 2014
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“I’ve been overwhelmed at 

how efficient Healthnetwork is 

at securing the best possible 

physicians at the best hospitals 

in the country. This is one of 

the many amazing benefits that 

come with being a member of 

EO. I’m very thankful for having 

access to it.” 

TED MCLAUGHLIN, EO PHILADELPHIA
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 Healthnetwork     
 Foundation
YOUR DIRECT CONNECTION 
TO LEADING MEDICAL CENTERS

EO members can call Healthnetwork for rapid, high-touch facilitation of 

appointments for preventative care, diagnosis or second opinions at more 

than 40 of the most highly ranked medical centers in the U.S. At every step, 

your Healthnetwork Medical Coordinator will compassionately support 

and act as your confidential patient advocate to ensure you receive the 

care you need: finding answers and receiving excellent care from a team 

of specialists at the most respected hospitals in the U.S. This assistance 

is available for members, their spouses, parents and children. Members 

outside of the U.S. can also utilize Healthnetwork with remote second 

opinions or facilitation of appointments at U.S. medical centers.

»  Questions? Contact help@healthnetworkfoundation.org  
or call +1.866.968.2467 (U.S.) or +1.440.893.0830 (Intl.)
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Our members boost their bottom lines every year by taking advantage of 

discounts and special offerings from EO’s partner organizations. As an EO 

member, you will gain access to tremendous benefits that will enhance your 

EO experience and drive growth and excellence in your business.

»  Questions? Contact benefits@eonetwork.org 

or visit www.eopartners.org to enroll
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“Our company takes advantage of most EO partner offerings. 

I don’t know about you, but we love saving money on the 

things we use every day: office supplies, shipping, car rentals, 

etc. EO’s partners make that happen. Any EOer that’s not 

signed up is leaving money on the table.”

STEVE SATTERWHITE, EO HOUSTON
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The EO Global Student Entrepreneur Awards (EO GSEA) operates  

as an international series of competitions for university and college student 

entrepreneurs who own a for-profit business that has been operational for 

at least six months and meets revenue criteria. EO GSEA is a catalyst that 

inspires students and young people to grow their entrepreneurial ventures 

through learning, connections and encouragement. Members are involved 

directly as judges and mentors to these bright students. As the premier 

global competition for student entrepreneurs, EO GSEA represents more 

than 2,000 future industry leaders from more than 50 countries.

» Questions? Visit www.gsea.org
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The EO Accelerator program is on a mission to empower entrepreneurs with 

the tools, community and accountability to aggressively grow and master 

their business. The program helps entrepreneurs of all levels build their 

businesses to US$1 million in revenue by developing skills in the areas of 

strategy, people, business execution and cash through a series of high-impact 

learning days with content from Gazelles International. The quarterly learning 

days are supplemented with monthly, ongoing peer group meetings to drive 

accountability and ensure rapid growth and results within the business.

» Questions? Visit www.eonetwork.org/eo-accelerator
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“EO Accelerator was the secret sauce 

behind my company’s 100% increase 

in revenue within a year. The lessons 

I learned during this time would have 

otherwise taken me infinitely longer 

to arrive at on my own.” 
MARINA BYEZHANOVA, EO MONTREAL
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 Path of Leadership
 TAKE THE NEXT STEP IN YOUR   
 LEADERSHIP JOURNEY

Since EO is led by members, you can play an integral role in the continued 

success of the organization. You have the opportunity to shape your own 

membership experience and the experience of others by pursuing EO’s  

Path of Leadership. By becoming an EO leader, you can make a mark  

at the local, regional and global levels.

» Questions? Contact pol@eonetwork.org
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COOL

BOLDLY GO!

THIRST FOR LEARNING

MAKE A MARK

TRUST AND RESPECT





Visit us online at www.eonetwork.org
or email us at membership@eonetwork.org.
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